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Chapter 3

Policy Issues in Management,
Planning, and Innovation

SUMMARY

This chapter examines a set of issues related
to information technology management and
innovation in Federal agencies. Specific topics
that are of interest include the strengths and
weaknesses of current agency and govern-
mentwide planning efforts; the adequacy of
policies for planning, procurement, and man-
agement; the extent to which agencies are
using information technology in strategic and
innovative ways; the extent to which planning
efforts consider the civil liberties impacts of
information technology use; and the adequacy
of information available to Congress in the
areas of planning and management. In this
analysis, it is important to note that planning
for information technology cannot be divorced
from agency planning as a whole, and in fact
there should be substantial interaction be-
tween the two processes.

Almost since the first uses of computers in
the government, there has been a building con-
sensus that the Federal Government’s plan-
ning in this area is often weak, resulting in
serious problems implementing the govern-
ment’s large-scale systems, and in failures to
capitalize on opportunities to use information
technology. The reasons for this chronic weak-
ness in Federal information technology plan-
ning include rapid change in technology, fre-
quent top-level management turnover, changes
in political goals, bureaucratic defensiveness,
scarce personnel and time, and short-range
budget and procurement processes.

OTA’s major findings in this area are:

● Effective planning is an essential compo-
nent of effective use of information tech-
nology. Many Federal agencies have begun
to develop thoughtful plans. However,
many of these efforts appear to have ma-
jor flaws, including a focus on operational

as opposed to strategic plans, a failure to
identify innovative opportunities for use
of information technology, and a failure
to connect planning effectively to imple-
mentation.
The annual “5-year plans” currently pub-
lished by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) lack an analysis of agency
or governmentwide strategies for using
information technology to further govern-
ment missions. They also do not discuss
the security, privacy, and civil liberties
implications of information system plans.
Without such information, congressional
oversight of information technology man-
agement and security/privacy issues is
much more difficult.
There are serious deficiencies in the infor-
mation available to Congress, and to the
agencies themselves, on the scope and na-
ture of information technology in use in
government. These deficiencies could
present difficulties for effective congres-
sional oversight and agency decisionmak-
ing regarding information technology use.

For the Federal Government to improve its
effectiveness in using information technology,
the quality of information about information
technology needs to be improved, innovation
needs to be encouraged and pursued more
vigorously, and strategic planning needs to be
significantly strengthened. Though much of
this can be done by the executive branch act-
ing alone, Congress can facilitate and encour-
age some of these actions. OTA analysis in-
dicates that the following actions warrant
congressional as well as executive branch con-
sideration:

. Holding hearings or conducting studies
on the accuracy and usefulness of infor-
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●

mation being collected by the General
Services Administration (GSA) and OMB;
the extent of innovative uses of informa-
tion technology in Federal agencies; com-
parisons between government and private
sector information technology planning
strategies; the extent to which agencies ●

are using information technology to fur-
ther government goals; and the effective-
ness of the procurement process.
Encouraging effective use of information
technology by giving stronger mandates
to central agencies to collect and distrib-
ute documentation of innovative applica-
tions; designating a formal resource cen-
ter for information technology planning
and innovation; strengthening the role of
the National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
in providing technology trend information
to agencies; enhancing training for infor-
mation technology planners, procurement

officers, and managers; experimentally
exempting certain agencies from procure-
ment regulations; and assembling an in-
terdisciplinary team to assist agencies in
developing and salvaging major informa-
tion technology projects.
Amending the Paperwork Reduction Act
to give agencies a clear mandate for stra-
tegic planning; to clarify the mandate for
the “5-year plan” from the Office of Man-
agement and Budget to include informa-
tion useful to Congress; to specify that
agency and governmentwide planning ef-
forts must consider security, privacy, and
civil liberties impacts; to strengthen the
definition of information resources man-
agement (IRM) in the act; and to desig-
nate an additional assistant secretary, for
some agencies, who would be responsible
for IRM.

INTRODUCTION
This chapter examines a set of issues related

to information technology management and
innovation in Federal agencies. Specific topics
that are of interest include the strengths and
weaknesses of current agency and govern-
mentwide planning efforts; the adequacy of
policies for planning, procurement, and man-
agement; the extent to which agencies are
using information technology in strategic and
innovative ways; the extent to which planning
efforts consider the civil liberties impacts of
information technology use; and the adequacy
of planning and management information
available to Congress. In this analysis, it is im-
portant to note that planning for information
technology cannot be divorced from agency
planning as a whole; in fact, there must be sub-
stantial interaction between the two processes.

Although different theorists and organiza-
tions use different terms, planning efforts gen-
erally differ along two dimensions:

1. The length of time considered by the plan-
ning process. Generally, plans for more
than 1 to 2 years hence are generally con-

sidered long term, while others are con-
sidered short term.

2. The extent to which plans seek to define
new goals and programs. Those that do
so are generally termed strategic plans,
whereas plans that extrapolate from the
current situation and describe the imple-
mentation of existing goals and programs
are called tactical or operational plans.

There are many permutations of these terms
for different planning applications. For exam-
ple, OMB’s guidance for planning strategies
defines the different types of planning as
follows:1

● Long-term or strategic planning is a proc-
ess for defining agency missions and iden-
tifying agency goals and objectives as
projected over a specified period of time.
In the context of automatic data process-
ing (ADP) and telecommunications, long-— —

‘Office of Management and Budget, General Services Ad-
ministration, and Department of Commerce/National Bureau
of Standards, A F’ive-Year Plan for Meeting the Automatic Data
Processing and Telecommum”cations  Needs of the Federal Gov-
ernment, “Volume 1: Planning Strategies, ” April 1984, p. 12.
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range planning develops and documents
the agency’s direction and specifies the
activities and resource requirements nec-
essary to support stated missions and ob-
jectives.
Tactical planning involves identifying and
scheduling the appropriate means for at-
taining the stated objectives of individ-
ual ADP and telecommunication activi-
ties that support the strategic plan.
Operational planning integrates individ-
ual tactical plans and drives the day-to-
day activities of line operations.

Private sector planning experts generally
place considerably more emphasis on the stra-
tegic, goal-seeking aspect of planning. For ex-
ample, one business administration text de-
fines strategic planning as:

. . . the continuous process of making present
entrepreneurial (risk-taking) decisions system-
atically and with the greatest knowledge of
their futurity; organizing systematically the
efforts needed to carry out these decisions;
and measuring the results of these decisions
against the expectations through organized,
systematic feedback.2

While there are few, if any, disagreements
on the importance of planning to effective use
of information technology, on a practical level
there are differing notions of what constitutes
an effective and realistic plan. Federal infor-
mation technology managers contacted by
OTA often cited the following factors as affect-
ing what is realistically possible from their
planning efforts, and what level of effort plan-
ning deserves:3

● Since information technology is changing
so rapidly, it is difficult to anticipate what
technology will be available for agency
use more than a few years from now.

‘Peter Drucker, Management (New York: Harper & Row,
1974), p. 125 (emphasis original).

‘While  these perceptions are not necessarily correct or de-
sirable indicators of the current situation, it is OTA’S  assess-
ment that they are reasonably widely held in the Federal in-
formation technology management community. There are, of
course, some exceptions, and as will be discussed below, many
agencies have proceeded in developing long-range plans despite
these factors.

●

●

●

●

●

The frequent top-level management turn-
over in the executive branch means fre-
quent shifting of priorities, and thus plan-
ning beyond 1 or 2 years often results in
(seemingly) wasted effort.
Agencies’ long-range goals, both general
and specific to information technology,
are determined by a political process that
includes, in particular, the White House
and Congress. These goals also seem to
be frequently shifting.
Goals that are set forth visibly in long-
range plans often become targets for at-
tack by central management agencies or
Congress. Thus, it often seems easier to
develop information technology capabil-
ities incrementally.
When personnel and time are scarce, and
when the ability of information systems
to meet demands reaches a state of cri-
sis, planning seems to be a diversion from
survival. This was the case, for example,
in the Social Security Administration in
the late 1970s; although many believe
that it was only by developing a coherent
plan for the early 1980s that SSA came
out of its tailspin.
It is difficult to develop goal-oriented,
long-range plans when the budget and
procurement processes are relatively rigid
and short range. This factor has intensi-
fied after enactment of the Gramm-Rud-
man-Hollings deficit reduction act, since
uncertainty about future budgets has
been increased considerably.

The combination of these factors tends to
push agencies toward incremental, operational
plans, as opposed to strategic plans. Never-
theless, there has been progress in the qual-
ity and foresight of government information
technology planning. As noted in chapter 2,
both GSA and OMB have given high visibil-
ity to the need for planning and have issued
a variety of guidance documents to assist
agencies in the process. GSA, for example, de-
fines a generic planning process to include
seven steps:4

‘General Services Administration, IRM Review Handbook,
1985, p. 39.
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1. update agencywide inventories of infor-
mation resources;

2. define the missions, broad objectives, and
policies of the IRM organization;

3. develop approaches for achieving agency
missions and broad IRM objectives with-
in the context of existing policies;

4. prepare specific top-down planning direc-
tions (call for plans);

5. develop, consolidate, and approve detailed
plans and budgets;

6. prepare supplemental analyses; and
7. prepare progress reports based on per-

formance against the plans.

GSA has also recently established a small
group to provide planning assistance to agen-
cies on a reimbursable basis.5

Clearly, different planning styles are appro-
priate for agencies differing in mission, struc-
ture, and size. Table 3-1 shows some of the di-
mensions along which agency planning styles
differ. Nevertheless, the standards by which
most experts would judge a planning process
to be effective are reasonably consistent. OTA
found that the following criteria are useful in
judging planning effectiveness, both at the
agency and governmentwide levels:

●

●

Do information technology plans support
overall agency plans? Clearly, the overrid-
ing function of a plan is to help the agen-
cy pursue its mission. This requires link-
ing information technology plans to the
agency’s overall plans. To the extent that
overall agency planning efforts are weak,
information technology plans may be
flawed as well.
Does the plan identify opportunities force
ordination of information technology proj-
ects? Another role of a plan is to allow co-
ordination of the agency’s resources in

5GSA began the Federal IRM Planning Support Program
in 1983; in fiscal year 1985 it had 13 planning specialists work-
ing on 18 active programs, providing roughly $1 million in re-
imbursable services to the agencies. OMB’S Bulletin 85-12 said
that OMB  asked GSA to construct a database of current agency
information resources and major proposals. In GSA’s review
comments to OTA, GSA said that this database was in fact
stymied because OMB was not supporting its development.

Table 3.1 .—Dimensions Along Which Agency
Planning Styles Differ

Goal driven . . . . . Incremental
Long term . . . . . Short term

Some agencies take a long-term, strategic approach to in-
formation technology planning looking for ways to integrate
information technology into the agency strategic plans. Other
agencies look primarily to modest improvements they can
make in existing systems that will enable them to do their
job better.

Centralized . . . . . Distributed
Agency planning can vary from highly centralized, headquar-
ters based approaches to highly decentralized, localized plan-
ning by individual agencies, regional offices, or field offices.

Top down . . . . . Bottom up
Hierarchical . . . . . Participatory

Some agencies encourage participation from line offices and
interested individuals. Other agencies prefer to have top
managers create the framework within which other managers
operate. Most agencies use some mix of the two.

Structured . . . . . Informal, ad hoc
While the requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980 and the resulting OMB and GSA guidance have in-
creased the formalism of all agency plans, styles continue
to range from highly structured, rigidly scheduled, formal
processes to informal assessments of future information
technology needs and potential.

Integrated . . . . . Fragmented
Several agencies look at their information technology
resources in an integrated, system wide manner. Others take
a less coherent, more fragmented approach by planning the
future of individual technologies, databases, or pieces of
hardware.

Security/privacy.. . . . Efficiency/access
Agencies differ in the degree to which they pay attention to
security and privacy issues. Some are concerned primarily
with increasing efficiency of operations and providing access
to internal and external authorized users. Others take great
pains to protect the security of the system and the integrity
of data.

Forefront technology. . . . . Established technology
Some Federal agencies are dependent on leading edge or
state-of-the-art technologies such as supercomputers. Others
only need established routine technologies such as personal
computers or office automation equipment.
SOURCE J F, Coates,  Inc., Scenarios of Five  federal Agerrcies as Shaped By

Information Technology, OTA,  contractor report, June 1985.

●

pursuing various projects, and to ensure
that systems developed will be compatible.
Does the plan identify opportunities for
innovative uses of information technology
to pursue agency missions? This is the
strategic aspect of an information tech-
nology plan, where a planning effort
should catalyze creative thinking by agen-
cy staff on ways to deliver services in new
ways or to improve efficiency.
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●

—

Does the plan incorporate concerns for secu-
rity, privacy, and fair information practices
at an early stage in the planning process?
While there is little dispute that the best
way to design a secure information sys-
tem is to consider security throughout the
planning, implementation, and use of a
system (see ch. 4), this point is often not
explicitly recognized by planners. Simi-
larly, concerns for privacy and fair infor-
mation practices are most easily accom-
modated when they are introduced at an
early stage of system planning.
Does the planning process provide a mech-
anism for interested publics to provide in-
put into major projects for public services
or information dissemination? Obtaining

MAJOR

Finding 1

Effective planning is an essential compo-
nent of effective use of information tech-
nology. Many Federal agencies have begun
to develop thoughtful plans. However,
many of these efforts appear to have flaws,
including a focus on operational as opposed
to strategic plans, a failure to identify inno-
vative opportunities for use of information
technology, and a failure to connect plan-
ning effectively to implementation.

There is almost no disagreement on the im-
portance of planning for information technol-
ogy use, both in government and in business.
While there may be differences among Federal
officials about the feasibility of long-term plan-
ning in the Federal Government bureaucra-
tic environment, it is well understood that
planning for information technology is essen-
tial to enhance the ability of an agency to use
the technology well, especially when complex
systems are involved.

The results of OTA’s Federal Agency Data
Request indicate that despite the problems
and criticisms there are substantial planning
efforts under way. Many agencies’ plans ap-
pear to set appropriate goals, and are carefully

4 /

●

the views of those who will be significant-
ly affected by a major project can help
avoid unanticipated pitfalls and make the
system more useful. Several examples can
be found in major projects for electronic
dissemination of information (see ch. 7).
Does the process involve both management
and operating levels of the organization so
that they (on the whole) are committed to
implementation of the plan? The experi-
ences of government and private sector
planners indicate that those who are to
execute the plan must be part of the plan-
ning process, and must largely support
the plan. Otherwise, a well-crafted plan
can become simply irrelevant to the orga-
nization’s activities.

FINDINGS

prepared, detailed, and useful. Despite these
efforts, however, many of the plans seem to
suffer from a similar set of problems.

Focus on the short-range. Although most
agencies have developed 5-year plans as a re-
sult of OMB guidelines and requirements,
only a few of the plans devote much effort to
years 3 to 5, or develop the plan in a truly
‘‘strategic’ fashion—that is, seeking out new
aspects of their mission and opportunities for
information technology to improve the agen-
cy.6 In some cases, this may be because staff
assigned to prepare the plan do not have the
authority to develop strategic goals, or do not
have the attention of the agency’s top man-
agement. Moreover, in most cases, the later
years of a 5-year plan are not considered credi-
ble because they involve acquisitions not yet
approved by GSA and Congress, and from pri-
or experience most bureaucrats expect that
the approval process will alter the future sig-

‘An interesting exception seems to be the Department of
Agriculture, which has published a small monograph, “The Fu-
ture of Information Resources Management in the Department
of Agriculture (A Strategic Framework), ” April 1985. The mono
graph, used in concert with USDA’s 5-year plan, sets forth
broader goals and opportunities for use of information tech-
nology.
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nificantly, for good or ill. This factor provides
further incentive for agencies to spend less ef-
fort on long-range planning. Ironically, the
central management agencies would argue
that a carefully prepared long-range plan
should help budget requests survive the ap-
proval process without major upheaval,’ and
that such a plan is the only way to make sub-
stantial progress in the agency’s use of infor-
mation technology.

OMB has recognized the scarcity of long-
term planning. As its deputy director noted,

So far, few agencies have taken advantage
of the opportunities that have really been
offered by modern information technology

we have not had enough attention paid to
long-term planning for ADP processing and
telecommunications. 8

As a response, OMB devoted the bulk of vol-
ume 1 of the 1984 5-year plan to a tutorial on
effective planning, and to examples of agen-
cies that do have a significant planning proc-
ess. Also, in OMB’s latest guidance on plan-
ning, Bulletin 85-12 (Mar. 29, 1985), OMB
tried to adapt these incentives so that good
planning would more clearly lead to easier ac-
quisitions. The bulletin, which requests a va-
riety of planning information from agencies,
states that acquisitions that are approved as
part of planning and management reviews in
the spring will have a “shortened and simpli-
fied” budget approval process in the fall.9

‘There are at least a few examples where this has occurred.
A Department of Justice manager, for instance, reported that
because they take the planning process seriously (and use some
bureaucratic resourcefulness) they have a considerably easier
time with oversight and approval of their plans, and actually
follow the plans for the most part. (Frank Guglielmo,  Acting
Director, Computer Technology and Telecommunications Staff,
Office of Information Technology, Department of Justice,
“Streamlining Acquisition, ” address to Government Computer
Expo, Washington, DC, June 13, 1985.)

“Joseph Wright, testimony to House Science and Technol-
ogy Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation, and Materi-
als, hearings on “Computer and Communications Security and
Privacy, ” Sept. 24, 1984, p. 4.

“AS might be expected, efforts by central management
agencies to “collect information’ are viewed with some suspi-
cion by line agencies. One cabinet agency told OTA in review
comments that it felt the general perception among agency staff
was that Bulletin 85-12 was a way for OMB to find places to
cut budgets and reduce personnel, not necessarily improve
agency strategic planning. The same agency said that it felt
OMB’S  promise for a “shortened and simplified’” fall budget
approval process was falsified by the fact that, as of October
1985, no one at OMB had indicated they had read their plan
submitted in April 1985.

Failure to identify innovative opportunities.
In addition to meeting current operational
needs, long-term planning is necessary for
agencies to take advantage of opportunities
to use new information technology tools in ef- 
fective and innovative ways. OTA found that
there are many such opportunities, but that
only in a few cases are agencies using innova-
tive tools now, or planning their use. Table
3-2 shows some examples of information tech-
nology opportunities for five selected agencies.
Thus, for the Social Security Administration,
some of the opportunities for change that
could be facilitated by information technology
include the use of electronic bulletin boards
and automated telephone information services
in field offices to communicate with clients, ex-
panded use of direct deposit, and possibly the
use of “smart cards” (credit-card-sized elec-
tronic memories) to record theeearnings of each
worker. While the specific changes postulated
in table 3-2 are speculative, similar opportu-
nities for productive change with concerted at-
tention to information technology were evi-
dent in virtually every agency examined by
OTA.10

One imperfect index of an agency’s ability
to identify innovative opportunities is the ex-
tent to which it is planning uses for informa-
tion technology beyond the conventional data
processing and office automation tasks. OTA
asked agencies to indicate whether they had
used, were currently using, or were planning
to use a variety of new information technol-
ogy tools ranging from videoconferencing to
artificial intelligence. Table 3-3 summarizes
the responses. The only techniques currently
used by most agencies are electronic mail and
audio-conferencing (conference calls), although
roughly 30 percent of the agencies said they
plan to use teleconferencing (one-way video,
two-way audio), optical disk storage, and ex-
pert systems.

“’See. for exanmle.  J.F. Coates,  Inc., Scenarios of Five Fed-. .
eral Agencies As Shaped by Information Technology, OTA con-
tractor report, June 21, 1985, This report examined and devel-
oped scenarios for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Bureau of the Census, Internal Revenue Serv-
ice, Environmental Protection Agency, and Social Security
Administration.
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Table 3-2.—Opportunities for Use of
Information Technology at Five Key Agencies

Table 3-3.—Agencies Reporting Current or Planned
Use of Certain Information Technology Tools

Agency/possible use of information technology

Social Security Administration:
● Use of electronic bulletin boards and automated telephone

inquiry systems to communicate with clients.
● Expanded use of direct electronic deposit of social secu-

rity payments.
● Use of smart cards (credit-card-sized electronic memories)

for each individual to store his/her earnings records.

Internal Revenue Service:
● Electronic submission of tax returns.
. Increased use of optical character readers to scan returns

submitted
● IRS development or certification of software used to pre-

pare tax returns.
● Use of optical disks to store returns.
● Use of expert systems to assist i n auditing.
● Use of computer auditing to closely monitor access to tax-

payer information in order to protect privacy.

Bureau of the Census:
Ž Use of portable data terminals and computer-assisted tele-

phone interviewing for census workers to gather and trans-
mit information.

. Use of expert systems to probe data for errors and trends.
● Overall shift from paper to electronic systems and prod-

ucts, allowing census reports in months instead of four
years, and facilitating possible shift to rolling census in-
stead of decennial census.

● More and better data available to public on diskettes.

Environmental Protection Agency:
●

●

●

●

●

Integration of databases storing information on air, water,
land quality, supported by sophisticated database manage-
ment systems, allowing more complex and integrated ana-
lyses of health risks.
Use of robots to implant, repair, and retrieve microproc-
essor-based environmental monitoring devices.
Use of smart cards for individuals to record their exposure
to environmental hazards.
Use of expert systems to review environmental impact
statements, and examine data for errors and trends.
Public access to computer models used in environmental
d e c i s i o n m a k i n g .

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration:
. Use of supercomputers and expert systems to develop

20-day weather forecasting capability.
● Use of microprocessor-based weather data CIIection sta-

tions to decrease costs and improve forecast accuracy.
NOTE The speclflc  actrwtles  and changes outlined above are intended only as

suggestive of poss!ble  opportunities related to use of information tech-
nology, and not as judgments about their  deslrablllty or likelihood

SOURCE: J F. Coates,  Inc , “Scenarios of Five Federal Agencies (1991-1995) as
Shaped by Information Technology, ” OTA contractor report, June 1985

Even though a significant minority of agen-
cies are pursuing the use of advanced infor-
mation technology tools, most agencies do not
seem to be pursuing these (or other) kinds of
innovations. While it is likely that some agen-
cies are not pursuing information technology
innovations because they do not expect them

Currently using Planning to use

Technology # ‘J/o # %

Audio-conferencing . . . 84 62.7
Teleconferencing . . . . . 23 17.2
Videoconferencing. . . . 10 7.5
Computer-

conferencing . . . . . . . 16 11.9
Teletext . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 15.7
Videotext . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 6.7
Cable television . . . . . . 14 10.4
Interactive cable. . . . . . 3 2.2
Expert systems/Al . . . . 14 10.4
Electronic mail . . . . . . . 97 72.4
Voice mail . . . . . . . . . . . 9 6.7
Optical disks. . . . . . . . . 6 4.5

86 64.2
42 31.3
30 22.4

29 21.6
26 19.4
14 10.4
20 14.9
15 11.2
43 32.1

115 85.8
35 26.1
39 29.1

NOTE: 134 components reporting

SOURCE OTA Federal Agency Data Request

to be useful, many others are either unaware
of potential useful applications or feel that in-
novation is too risky and likely to come un-
der fire by top agency management, OMB, or
Congress. There is no formal support mecha-
nism for agencies considering innovative uses
of information technology to obtain informa-
tion or technical expertise, or to share ex-
periences.

Failure to connect planning effectively to im-
plementation. Perhaps the most serious flaw
in the planning process, which often cannot be
anticipated in advance, occurs at the imple-
mentation stage. Some of these problems are
the result of circumstances difficult to foresee,
even though agencies tried to implement their
plan. ” In other cases, the agency is simply not
organized to carry out the plan, the planning
staff is isolated from the operational staff, or
staff pay little attention to the plan. 12

“For example, a top GAO official said that even though the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) had done a careful plan-
ning job, their huge system upgrade was having serious un-
foreseen problems in the “benchmarking” process, where the
ability of different systems to meet FAA needs was being
tested. (Warren Reed, GAO, “Coping With Policies and Proce-
dures, ” address to Government Computer Expo, Washington,
DC, June 12, 1985).

“J.F. Coates, Inc., “Planning for Federal Information Tech-
nology: Continuity and Conflict, ” ch. 7 in J.F. Coates, Inc., op.
cit., May 24, 1985, based on interviews with agency officials
and literature analysis.
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Finding 2

The annual 5-year plans currently pub-
lished by the Office of Management and
Budget lack an analysis of agency or gov-
ernmentwide strategies for using informa-
tion technology to further government mis-
sions. They also do not discuss the security,
privacy, and civil liberties implications of
information system plans. Without such in-
formation, congressional oversight of infor-
mation technology management and secu-
rity/privacy issues is much more difficult.

While the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980
required OMB to develop a “5-year plan for
meeting the automatic data processing and
telecommunications needs of the Federal Gov-
ernment, ” (Section 3505, paragraph 3(E)), the
resulting documents do not constitute such a
plan, although they do provide some useful in-
formation. 13 The 1985 report, for example,
contains:

summary data on Federal expenditures
for information technology;
brief advice to agencies on planning;
a brief description (one to two pages each)
of eight of the largest Federal information
systems and their relation to agency
mission;
some information on technical trends in
computers and telecommunications, de-
veloped with the assistance of NBS; and
an appendix volume that simply lists the
major tentative acquisition plans of Fed-
eral agencies, primarily for interested
vendors.

OMB acknowledges that the 5-year plans
are not really plans. The 1984 plan, for exam-
ple, notes that the 1983 plan:

was less a comprehensive plan than a com-
pilation of planning information designed: 1)
to assist agencies in preparing their plans; and
2) to inform equipment and services vendors

— — _ . —
“A Five-Year Plan for Meeting the Automatic Data Proc-

essing and Tehxommum”cations  Needs of the Federal Govern-
ment, April 1983 (lst cd.), April 1984 (2d cd.), and June 1985
(3d cd.). While the publication of the plans is coordinated by
OMB, they area joint effort between OMB, GSA, and the NBS
Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology.

about potential Federal marketing opportuni-
ties.14

Further, the 1985 report argues that a gov-
ernmentwide planning document would be un-
workable:

Governmentwide planning is made difficult
by the size and diversity of the Federal Gov-
ernment. This leads us to focus on planning
efforts at the agency level, since agency goals
can be specified more clearly than can goals
for the government as a whole. The task of
governmentwide planning then becomes one
of: (1) specifying the rules for agency plan-
ners who develop plans to achieve agency
goals, (2) reviewing their success in comply-
ing with those rules, and (3) intervening in
cases where individual agency planning ef-
forts would produce sub-optimal results. ’5

Despite OMB’s skepticism about govern-
mentwide planning, there are “macro-level”
goals for the government that are useful and
productive to establish-an example is OMB
goal to refocus more attention on software and
software maintenance, and to reduce software
maintenance expenses by 25 percent and full-
time equivalent employees by 5,000, by 1988.16

Although clearly there are certain aspects
of a detailed governmentwide plan that could
become unwieldy, there are several kinds of
information not included in these reports that
could be useful- for congressional oversight
needs. In particular, the reports do not shed
much light on the different strategies used by
agencies to meet their ADP and telecommu-
nication needs, or on the ways in which the
agencies are using information technology to
further their missions. Information of this
kind could help congressional committees com-
pare the strategies of various agencies, assess
how information technology shapes new op-
portunities in Federal agencies’ missions, over-
see the effectiveness of the Brooks Act and the
Paperwork Reduction Act, and possibly devel-

“A Five-Year Plan, 1984, op. cit., p. v. OMB’S  staff also ac-
knowledged this point at OTA’S work session on information
technology management, planning, and procurement, June 26,
1985.

‘5A Five-Year Plan, 1985, op. cit., p. 17.
“OMB, Management of the Um”ted States Government Fis-

cal Year 1986.
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op useful measures to amend these acts. It
could also help agencies communicate with one
another and pursue joint ventures.

Gradually, the 5-year plans have become
more comprehensive. The 1985 plan, for exam-
ple, does include descriptions of eight major
information systems and their connection to
the agency mission. However, the description
is too short to provide much insight, and no
analysis of agency strategy is included. Fur-
ther, OMB included in the 1985 plan a list of
the titles of major Federal information sys-
tems, which were gleaned from agencies’ sub-
missions in response to Bulletin 85-12 (see pre-
vious finding). Although merely providing the
titles of information systems is not very help-
ful for oversight purposes, the responses to
Bulletin 85-12 may be a promising source of
information for more substantive analysis of
agency strategies in future 5-year plans.

There is one area of congressional interest
that neither the OMB plan nor the agency
plans are designed to address—the implica-
tions of information technology use for pri-
vacy and civil liberties, as discussed in OTA’s
reports on Electronic Record Systems and In-
dividual Privacy (forthcoming) and Electron-
ic Surveillance and Civil Liberties (October
1985). Congress could ask for an analysis of
agency strategies for use of ADP and telecom-
munications that includes identifying major
potential implications for privacy and civil lib-
erties, and describing agency plans for re-
sponding to these implications.

Finding 3

There are serious deficiencies in the infor-
mation available to Congress, and to the
agencies themselves, about the scope and
nature of information technology in use in
the Federal Government. These restrictions
could present difficulties for effective con-
gressional oversight and agency decision-
making regarding information technology
use.

OTA found that two kinds of information,
currently unavailable, would be useful to Con-
gress in oversight of both information tech-

nology policies generally, and of the manage-
ment of specific agencies:

1. Broad overview data about trends in in-
formation technology use in the Federal
Government. These would include, for ex-
ample, both a governmentwide analysis
and an agency-by-agency breakdown of:

the number of mainframes, minicom-
puters, and microcomputers in use;
investment in software, both custom
and off-the-shelf;
investment in telecommunications;
number and cost of information tech-
nology personnel by function (e.g., oper-
ations, management, planning, budg-
eting); and
historical and projected trends in these
data.

This information would enable Congress to
gain an overall sense of the pervasiveness of
information technology in government as a
whole and in the various agencies; to judge the
urgency of congressional attention in com-
puter-related policy areas, such as computer
crime; and to assess the rate of change in use
and cost of technology in government. With
this information, both Congress and executive
agencies could evaluate possible changing miss-
ions and opportunities for new services and
efficiency increases.

2. An evaluation of the extent to which each
agency is exploiting innovative informa-
tion technology tools to accomplish its
missions. Gathering this data could take
the form of a survey similar to OTA’s
Federal Agency Data Request, which
asked agencies to indicate whether they
were using a particular technique and to
describe that use briefly. This information
could provide Congress with an “early
warning” about coming trends in technol-
ogy use and the ability to assess the level
of innovation in different agencies. Such
information could also be disseminated to
allow other agencies to identify similar op-
portunities to further their missions.

This description of information useful to
Congress is only a starting point, and clearly
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Congress itself should determine its informa-
tion needs. However, using the above as a ba-
sis, it is clear that existing information sources
only begin to meet these needs.

The apparatus for collecting information
about Federal use of information technology
is in flux. Several mechanisms have been dis-
continued or restricted. In particular, after fis-
cal year 1983, GSA stopped systematically
collecting information regarding the number
and cost of computers costing less than $50,000.
On the other hand, GSA’s revised inventory
system is intended to be more accurate than
the previous one, and on the basis of their first
reports, the new system is promising as a
source of data on trends in mainframes and
more expensive peripherals. (See discussion in
Finding 1.17) Further, OMB’s 5-year plans and
OMB’s Bulletin 85-12 are improving as sources
of information, as noted above.

However, these improvements still leave
major gaps in information about software,
telecommunications, personnel, and use of
emerging technologies. For example, as noted
in the previous finding, GSA’s annual surveys
on microcomputer purchase in the government
provide some information, but do not indicate
the total number of machines in use. GSA has
also discontinued its management information
system for keeping track of communications
use and expenses.18

Perhaps a more troubling issue is that agen-
cies themselves may not have complete infor-
mation about the technology they use to ful-
fill their missions. Each agency is mandated
by the Paperwork Reduction Act to “syste-

“The data in the previous system were suspect. For exam-
ple, a 1985 GAO report noted:

GSA’s data base of the government’s inventory of computer
equipment has been inaccurate for some time. In attempting to
use the data base to select review sites, GAO initially contacted
eight computer installations and found errors in the data base
for six, which prevented GAO from including them in this re-
view. For example, at two sites, equipment listed on the inven-
tory was not installed, and officiafs  did not know whether it had
ever been installed.

General Accounting Office, Effective Management of Computer
Leasing Needed To Reduce Government Costs, IMTEC-85-3,
Mar. 21, 1985, p. iii.

‘“Federal  Property Management Regulations, Temporary
Regulation F-502, Federal Register, Oct. 25, 1983.

matically inventory” its major information
systems (Section 3506, part (c)(1) of Public
Law 96-511). Thus, at least in theory, agencies
should have reliable data on their information
technology use even if centralized data are in-
adequate. However, there is a clear consensus
among government ADP experts that most
agencies do not have such systematic and re-
liable records.19

Although OTA acknowledges that gather-
ing data has significant costs and the need for
information should be carefully evaluated,
overall there appear to be significant gaps in
available data that could hamper both effec-
tive policymaking and understanding of the
information technology transition under way
in government, as well as decisionmaking by
the agencies themselves. Further, in the ab-
sence of reliable information, much effort can
be wasted arguing about estimates.20

Finding 4

Possible actions to improve information
technology management, planning, and in-
novation include: hearings and studies to
improve the accuracy and usefulness of
available information, new or strengthened
mechanisms for exchanging learning and
encouraging innovation, and amendments
to the Paperwork Reduction Act.

Since the technology and the administrative
environment for Federal information technol-
ogy are in rapid flux, information technology
management is a moving target for congres-
sional policy. Yet, it is widely agreed that gov-
ernment is becoming increasingly dependent
on information and information technology.
This situation calls for policies and oversight
procedures that are flexible and anticipatory
to the greatest extent possible, at each level

“Reed, op. cit.
“)See, for example, Frank Carr, “Government IRM Fact

and Fiction, ” Government Computer News, Sept. 17, 1984. The
development of reliable data about use of information technol-
ogy need not involve a complete census of the government in
every case. Authoritative statistical estimates may be quite use
ful for policymaking purposes.



of policymaking for information technology
management. More specifically, the goal of be-
ing flexible and anticipatory implies that both
policymakers and the agencies themselves:

● have reliable information on the use of in-
formation technology, and on the trends
in that use;

● assess on an ongoing basis the ways in
which agencies can use information tech-
nology to further their missions; and

● facilitate and reward innovation, as well
as expect occasional failure as a cost of
attempts to use technology effectively
and innovatively.

Though many improvements can be made by
the executive branch acting alone, Congress
can facilitate and encourage such actions.
OTA’s analysis indicates that the following ac-
tions warrant consideration:

Hearings or studies to improve the infor-
mation available for oversight and policy-
making on information technology man-
agemen t.

OTA found that, as noted in Findings 2 and
3, considerable gaps exist in the information
available that hamper policymaking and over-
sight. Apparently, agencies themselves often
do not have good inventories of information
technology use, and the governmentwide in-
ventories are limited in scope and reliability.
Beyond simply counting and describing the
systems in use, there is also no clear mecha-
nism to obtain information about the effects
of information technology use on the mission
of the agency, and about future plans for in-
formation technology use. See the discussion
in Finding 3, above, for an elaboration of the
kinds of information that could be useful.

Hearings or studies (or related activities,
like conferences and workshops) could be con-
ducted on:

● The accuracy and usefulness of informa-
tion being collected by GSA and OMB.
Hearings or studies on this topic could
also help Congress to define the kinds of
information that would be most helpful
in its policymaking and oversight.
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Information technology planning, focus-
ing on planning for innovative applica -
tions of information technology in gov-
ernment, and on drawing private sector
expertise into the Federal planningproc-
ess. Such hearings or studies could serve
as forums for agencies and private sector
organizations to exchange ideas on uses
of information technology and on plan-
ning techniques, and could facilitate con-
gressional oversight.
Information technology management gen-
erally, analyzing the extent to which agen-
cies are using information technology to
further government goals. ” Most of the
oversight hearings on the Paperwork Re-
duction Act have concentrated on the pa-
perwork reduction aspects, rather than
information technology management is-
sues. Congressional hearings could closely
examine the new OMB circular on infor-
mation resources management (see ch. 2).
The House Government Operations Sub-
committee on Government Information
has already held hearings on the informa-
tion dissemination portion of the circular.
The effectiveness of the procurement
process for Federal in formation technol-
ogy. In particular, areas where current
information is scarce or contradictory
include the obsolescence of Federal infor-
mation technology, the effect of the Com-
petition in Contracting Act on ADP pro-
curements, the extent to which current
procurement processes present a barrier
to effective and innovative use of infor-
mation technology, and the staffing and
training in procurement offices that han-
dle ADP.

New or strengthened mechanisms to en-
courage innovation in information tech-
nology use.

“A set of hearings with a similar goal was held more than
a decade ago. See Federal Information Systems and Plans—
Federal Use and Development of Advanced Information Tech-
nology, hearings before a Subcommittee of the House Commit-
tee on Government Operations, April, June, and July 1973, and
January and February 1974.
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OTA found that there is a need for more mech-
anisms in the government whereby agencies
can share information about effective uses of
information technology. Clearly, this already
happens in a variety of ways—at conferences,
multi-agency meetings, and educational pro-
grams, through publications distributed by
agencies, through NBS documents, and through
personal contacts. However, NBS, OMB, and
GSA could be given stronger mandates to col-
lect and distribute documentation of innova-
tive applications (the hearings described above
could become a forum for sharing such ideas
and plans).

Based on much of the evidence cited in the
“background” and “findings” sections above,
it is clear that many agencies need assistance
in developing effective planning processes and
identifying opportunities for information tech-
nology innovations. OMB, GSA, and the Gen-
eral Accounting Office (GAO) have recognized
this need, in part, by providing handbooks and
other guidance material on planning. These are
promising initiatives, and Congress may wish
to oversee the adequacy of these support
efforts.

Another option would be to consider desig-
nating a formal resource center for informa-
tion technology innovation and planning, ei-
ther at GSA or NBS, and/or use personnel
detailed from line agencies on a rotating ba-
sis. Such a center could provide training for
agency staff in planning related to informa-
tion technology, and could also establish a for-
mal mechanism-such as an interagency com-
mittee or regular series of conferences—to
allow agencies to coordinate their planning ef-
forts and share expertise.

Another kind of support that agencies need
in developing long-range plans is information
on technology trends—e.g., the processing
speeds and architectures one can expect from
computers 3 or 5 years hence. Until recently,
the Institute for Computer Sciences and Tech-
nology (ICST) at NBS provided such support
for agencies.22 However, because of recent dis-

“See, for example, two useful documents produced by the
Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology: Future Zn-
forrmition Processing Technology 1983, special publications No.
500-103, August 1983; and Future Information Technology
1984: Tekcommum”cations, No. 500-119, December 1984.

agreements over the budget at NBS, the agen-
cy will no longer contract for any original re-
search in technology trends, but will instead
rely on published literature and subscriptions
to consulting services. While many of these
services provide excellent technology trend
data, the Federal Government’s information
technology use tends to be different from that
of the private sector in several ways—includ-
ing extremely large databases and a more di-
verse mix of vendors—that may make it use-
ful to have customized trend information.

OMB itself argued for a strong centralized
technology trend function in its 1984 5-year
plan: “It therefore makes sense for agencies
to band together to fund a cooperative fore-
cast, which concentrates on areas of mutual
interest. ’23 And indeed, it is well within the
Brooks Act mandate for NBS to provide such
technical resources to the agencies. If Con-
gress agrees that such a resource is appropri-
ate, it may wish to strengthen the function at
NBS or designate a similar function in some
other agency. In addition, the administration
has repeatedly proposed to eliminate or drasti-
cally cut back ICST at NBS,24 and Congress
and the executive branch may want to exam-
ine the implications of this move for planning
support, as well as for information security
support and other areas (see ch. 4).

Another set of possibilities for encouraging
innovation and effective use of information
technology involves the procurement process.
Enhanced training for ADP procurement of-
ficers, and for managers who are planning and
implementing large-scale information technol-
ogy projects, is one clear option to encourage
sharing of expertise. GSA could enlarge its
current small program to train procurement
officers in ADP, or programs could be added
through, for example, the Office of Personnel
Management or the Department of Agricul-
ture’s Graduate School. Some of the private
training/seminar organizations in the Wash-
ington area do address ADP procurement is-
sues to some extent, although these often
focus on the process from the vendor’s per-

*’A Five-Year Plan, 1984, op. cit., p. 14.
“Eric Fredell,  “White House Again Targets ICST,  ” Gov-

ernment Computer News, Mar. 8, 1985.
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spective. GSA suggests that this enhanced
training does not need to make procurement
officers into computer experts, or ADP man-
agers into procurement specialists, but sim-
ply needs to provide each with a layman’s un-
derstanding of the other field. In helping these
officials to develop the resourcefulness neces-
sary to get through the procurement process
successfully, it could be useful as part of the
training to present a workshop on experiences
with actual acquisitions, both effective and
problematic, in order to give students an un-
derstanding of the team approach to acquisi-
tion, pitfalls to avoid, and possible innova-
tions.25

One controversial option suggested by the
Department of Commerce26 is that Congress
could experimentally exempt certain agencies
(or parts of agencies) from the bulk of statutes
and GSA rulings on procurement for a fixed
period of time. Such an experiment could al-
low the agency to develop and try different
techniques for acquiring information technol-
ogy. Clearly, Congress would want to choose
agencies whose track record in planning and
procurement is already good, and both Con-
gress and GSA should watch the experiment
closely, while still allowing the agency flexi-
bility. The outcome of such an experiment
should be evaluated not just on the net cost
to the government compared to more tradi-
tional procurement procedures, but on the ef-
fectiveness of the agency in using information
technology to accomplish its mission.

Another interesting idea for sharing ADP
expertise raised by Robert Head in his 1982
monograph is to establish the equivalent of a
rapid-response troubleshooting team for infor-
mation technology to help agencies plan for
and implement major projects, either at the
behest of the agency, OMB, or Congress. Head
writes :27

“Fran$is  McDonough, General Services Administration,
letter to OTA, September 1985.

“Jimmie D. Brown, Director for Management and Informa-
tion Systems, Department of Commerce, letter to OTA, Oct.
2, 1985.

‘“Robert Head, Federal Information Systems Management,
op. cit., pp. 36-37; see also General Accounting Office, Govern-
ment- Wide Guidelines and Management Assistance Center
,Veeded  To Improve ADP Systems Development, AFMD-81 -
20, Feb. 20, 1981.

The computer SWAT team would be avail-
able to aid agency managers in planning ma-
jor new projects to avoid potential schedule
pitfalls. Work here might include the instal-
lation of SDLC [systems development life cy-
cle] procedures to strengthen management
control of large projects, the application of
software engineering principles, assistance in
specification writing, and the selection and
supervision of outside contractors. This
would be one key function.28

The second function would be to enter into
systems projects that have deteriorated to
the point where the agency has obviously be-
come unable to salvage them. In such situa-
tions those responsible for managing the
project are typically defensive. In this case,
the computer SWAT team could provide not
only technical assistance but also a “damage
assessment” by advising Congress and other
concerned parties about the true nature of
the project’s difficulties.

OMB or GSA could develop such an inter-
disciplinary team and establish guidelines for
their activities. The team would not neces-
sarily be free-standing; rather it could be com-
posed of experienced officials from other agen-
cies who serve on a rotating or ad hoc basis.

Amendments to the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act to provide a stronger and more
detailed mandate for information technol-
ogy planning and management in the ex-
ecutive branch.

OTA found that information technology plan-
ning warrants more specific attention both in
legislation and oversight. A first step might
be to consider strengthening and refining the
planning requirement included in the Paper-
work Reduction Act of 1980, with specific
legislative guidance for the content of 5-year
plans. Aside from mandating that the plan be
updated each year, as proposed in the Paper-
work Reduction Act Amendments of 1984
(and as is now the case, due to OMB’s initia-
tive), the guidance could specify that the plan

‘“This kind of assistance is already available to agencies
from GSA’s Office of Software Development and Information
Technology and the Federal Computer Performance Evaluation
and Simulation Center (FEDSIM), which is under the auspices
of the Air Force but performs contract services for other
agencies.
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include analysis of the impacts of information
technology on the missions of the agencies,
and on civil liberties and fair information
practices.

Further, Congress may wish to examine in
more detail current trends in the information
available on information technology manage-
ment, determine what kinds of information are
vital to congressional oversight and agency
decisionmaking, and request or direct the nec-
essary information collection efforts. The
Paperwork Reduction Act could, for example,
require both a census of microcomputers and
an inventory and description of major sys-
tems, and could require that GSA compile a
more comprehensive report describing this in-
formation and the underlying trends. It would
also be useful to establish some kind of inven-
tory of software resources, since software has
long since outstripped hardware in lifecycle
cost and significance to programs.

OTA recognizes that, true to the IRM con-
cept, there are costs associated with collect-
ing such information. OMB and GSA officials,
for example, have repeatedly expressed a hes-
itancy to collect further information because
agencies already feel oppressed by the current
information collection guidelines. In particu-
lar, agencies may resist providing information
about microcomputers, since the unit cost is
so low. Clearly, these arguments must be
weighed against the potential value to Con-
gress of having more complete and reliable in-
formation about trends in technology use.

Amendments to the Paperwork Reduction
Act could also give individual agencies, in
addition to OMB, a mandate for long-range
planning. While agencies are currently re-
quired to plan, by OMB directives, a congres-
sional mandate-and perhaps allocation of
modest resources-may raise the visibility and
effectiveness of the agency information tech-
nology planning process.

Other options would clarify the Paperwork
Reduction Act mandate for general informa-

tion technology management. In the 98th Con-
gress, several aspects of S. 2433 and H.R.
2718, proposed amendments to the Paperwork
Reduction Act, would have clarified some of
the definitions in the act, combined GSA’s
ADP and telecommunications funds, mandated
that OMB’s 5-year plan be updated annually,
and specified further paperwork reductions.
An effective congressional role in information
technology management is difficult to con-
struct, since there is a danger that Congress
may be perceived as reaching too far into the
management prerogatives of the executive
branch. However, should Congress decide to
take a more active role in this area, it could
strengthen and expand the language of the
Paperwork Reduction Act, setting forth goals
for information technology management in or-
der to define more specifically what is meant
by IRM and what kinds of coordination and
management structure the agencies should
pursue. Such a congressional mandate may
motivate quicker action by the agencies. While
the act gives a very specific mandate for pa-
perwork reduction, it gives only a bare mini-
mum framework for information technology
management.

Another possible option is to designate an
additional assistant secretary for some agen-
cies, whose primary responsibility would be in-
formation resources management. Since most
agencies have designated their existing assis-
tant secretary for administration as their sen-
ior official for IRM, many of these officials
have been forced either to neglect IRM or to
delegate the responsibilities. Establishing a
new assistant secretary for IRM would ensure
high-level visibility for the function, although
it would also have clear costs in money and
bureaucratic complexity. Such a new official
also might have less authority than an assis-
tant secretary for administration who also has
jurisdiction over budgets, contracts, and fa-
cilities.


